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Details of Visit:

Author: olderguy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 30 Dec 2017 16:00
Duration of Visit: 1.5 Hours
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

reviewed here at sheffield. normally i see her at sister branch at bury. discrete rear entry ,off street
parking, plus easy on street parking nearby. fixtures and fittings a bit older than bury ,but my room
had a nice new large shower. male receptionist was friendly and efficient. well equipped waiting
area.

The Lady:

be truthful, she said, if you write a review. the photos are accurate,though there is some elegant
artwork that has been redacted from the photos, by her own admission she is size 10 rather than 8.
she is pretty and shapely, but she is more english rose next door rather than supermodel. she
appears friendly open and chatty, mainly because she actually is. can confirm everything on her list
apart from dom humiliation and spanking because that's not my bag. my previous review was
deleted as the parlour she was previously at is defunct.

The Story:

I have seen this lady several times now. I always research a lady's profile and reviews before and
select only from well rated establishments and always book in advance.I then tend to stick with my
choice. the best ladies actually improve as my confidence and their familiarity increases with each
visit, and so it is with Elektra. most of the ladies at gfe get good reviews,but there is a difference
between good and outstanding and, believe me, this girl is outstanding. On the day of my visit i
booked a half hour slot in order to hand over a sexy outfit and a few other bits and pieces and
present a scenario and make a couple of requests ,that are not on the normal menu,that i had
plucked up courage to ask for. Then i hung around for a one and a half hour slot for the main event,
to become available later. In the room this girl is dynamite. My requests were carried out with
unrestrained, uninhibited enthusiasm, just like everything else she does. Let's take orgasm as an
example of the difference between good and outstanding. A good lady will make you feel good by
"cumming" for you.It goes something like this; oooh ahhh yeeah ,do it to me babe , mmmmm.
convincing, but deep down you know it probably isn,t real.why would it be, she probably has to do
this dozens of times a week. its part of the job. With Elektra it's different. Today the edge of the bed
gripped tight with white knuckles, body arched, head thrown back, huge gasps of air being drawn in
through clenched teeth, before a series of crimson faced yells. She cant fancy me..... can she? It
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can't be real...... can it? If it is part of her act, i literally can't tell. When it was all over and we lay on
the bed me dazed and trying to gather my scattered wits and get my breath back i said " i don't
know how you will ever top that" she said, with a knowing grin, "don't worry darling, i'll think of
something". But on the way home, i thought, she has just provided me with everything i ever wanted
from a visit. and that's a problem, because how do you improve on perfection.

This girl is just fantastic ,right out of the top drawer, book with confidence, i promise you will not be
disappointed. 
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